CHIPTS Community Advisory Board Meeting
Friday, October 13, 2017, from 10am to 11:30am
10880 Wilshire Blvd, Suite 1800, Conference Room

PARKING: Please park at the UCLA Wilshire Center at 10920 Wilshire Blvd. Parking validations will be provided.

AGENDA

10:00 am Introduction and Welcome
  - Announcement of New Co-Chairs (Natalie Sanchez and Dahlia Ferlito)
  - Welcome new CAB member – Eddie Sanders from NEVHC

10:15 am Co-Chairs Discussion – Natalie and Dahlia
  - Share their visions for the CAB for the upcoming year
  - Obtain feedback about what the CAB would like to work on

10:35 am CHIPTS Updates and Upcoming Activities – Uyen
  - Awardees of CHIPTS Pilot Grants 2017-2018
  - Website updates
  - NIMH Annual Progress Report
  - HIV Next Generation Conference – Friday, January 19, 2018
  - Report back on CALDAR and Stimulant Conference
  - Report on CHIPTS SAB
  - Plans for 2018 – group feedback

11:00 am Community and Research Updates
  - Commission on HIV Updates – Ricky Rosales
  - Los Angeles HIV Mental Health Task Force – Tom Donohoe
  - CFAR CAB Updates – Aaron Celious
  - Adolescent Trial Network – Jae Lee
  - LAC’s Division on HIV and STD Programs – Wendy Garland
  - Other updates

11:20 am Upcoming CAB meetings
  - January – 1/12/18
  - April – 4/13/18
  - July – 7/13/18

11:25 am Next Steps/Announcements

11:30 am Meeting Adjourn